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USEFUL INFORMATION

Airport “Rīga”: www.riga-airport.com

WHERE TO CALL IN URGENT CASES
Regional police
Ķeguma prospekts 1, Ķegums, Ķeguma novads, 
+371 65038484

Emergency
02,112

Medical help
113

Firefi ghting and rescue
01, 112

ĶEGUMS MUNICIPALITY TOURISM 
INFORMATION STANDS
Ķegums municipality administration building, 
Lāčplēša iela 1, Ķegums, Ķeguma novads 

Ķegums Day centre,
Liepu aleja 1B, Ķegums, Ķeguma novads

Ķegums municipality library, 
Skolas iela 6, Ķegums, Ķeguma novads

Ķegums region museum, “Tomes pamatskola”, 
Tome, Tomes pagasts, Ķeguma novads

Rembate library, Lielvārdes iela 3, Rembate, 
Rembates pagasts, Ķeguma novads

Birzgale museum “Rūķi”, Parka iela 2, Birzgale, 
Birzgales pagasts, Ķeguma novads

ATMs
SEB banka, DUS ASTARTE (Petrol station),
Ķeguma prospekts 1a, Ķegums, Ķeguma novads

Swedbank, shop “Elvi”, Ķeguma prospekts 5c, 
Ķegums, Ķeguma novads

PETROL STATIONS (DUS)
Astarte-Nafta, Ķeguma prospekts 1a,
Ķegums, Ķeguma novads

DUS Glāžšķūnis, Rembates pagasts, Ķeguma novads

TRAIN STATION “ĶEGUMS”
Stacijas laukums 1, Ķegums, Ķeguma novads, 
+371 65016804

POST OFFICE
Rīgas iela 10, Ķegums, Ķeguma novads,
+371 25700131

Nākotnes iela 1, Birzgale, Birzgales pagasts,
Ķeguma novads , +371 25700033

Rembates pagasts, Ķeguma novads.
Postal service on request. +371 27891949



CHARACTERISTICS OF 
ĶEGUMS MUNICIPALITY

Ķegums is a town on the coast of the Daugava, which gained its recognition in Latvia 
with the first Daugava hydroelectric power plant - Ķegums HPP, which was created by the 
joint efforts of the entire Latvian nation. Many know or will have heard a poem: “Ķegums 
produces electricity, two hearts - intimacy”.
Ķegums is located in the central part of Latvia. The 
towns of Ogre and Lielvārde are in the immediate vi-
cinity, but in less than an hour, you can get to Riga by 
train, car or bus from the municipality centre. Slightly 
more than five and a half thousand people live in the 
Ķegums municipality. The Riga-Daugavpils railway 
and highway are important. The Jaunjelgava-Ķekava 
highway is located on the left bank of the Daugava. 
Ķegums municipality borders with municipalities of 
Lielvārde, Ogre, Ikšķile, Baldone, Ķekava, Jaunjelga-
va, Vecumnieki and Skrīveri. In 2002, when self-gov-
ernments of Ķegums and Rembate merged, Ķegums 
municipality was formed. The town of Ķegums 
became the administrative centre of the newly es-
tablished region, but in 2009 the territory expanded 
when Ķegums municipality merged with the self-gov-
ernment of Birzgale.

Three sisters – Tome, Rembate and Birzgale, and 
brother Ķegums, in the middle. All are united by the 
river Daugava because both the rural and the town 
area have a border with our river of destiny. 

The name of the Ķegums municipality is known not 
only with the establishment of Ķegums HPP but also 
with the fact that the Latvian National Armed Forces 
aviation base, is located in Rembate rural territory. 

One of the oldest schools in the municipality, which 
dates back more than 160 years, is Birzgale Primary 
School. The building of Rembate Primary School is 
nearly as old, it was built more than 140 years ago 
and currently houses “Senliepas”. Right next to the 
Rembate Primary School you can see memorial stone 
to the victims of the deportations of 25 March 1949 
and the victims of communist terror. In Rembate ru-
ral territory, there is a village Glāžšķūnis, where both 
white and green glass bottles were once produced. 

Tome rural territory holds the oldest fish farm in Lat-
via which has been operating since 1929. It is the 
largest salmon smolt farm in the Baltic Sea region. 
The farm has established an Aquaculture research 
and education centre. 

There are 20 cemeteries in the territory of the munic-
ipality, two of them are also of national significance 
- Grivu and Nariņi ancient burial ground (Tome), as 
well as one ancient burial ground of local signifi-
cance - Vecdzilnu ancient burial ground (Rembate). 

Ķegums municipality is rich in natural and cultural 
heritage. There are two “Natura 2000” territories here 
- part of the nature park “Ogres ieleja” and part of the 
nature reserve “Daugava pie Kaibalas”.
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CROSSWORD
“GET TO KNOW ĶEGUMS MUNICIPALITY”

Author: Birzgale elementary school, Grade 2
Supervisor: Inga Kozlovska
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VERTICAL:
1. What is the meaning of the abbreviation HES? 4. The name of the 
Birzgale Museum which is located in Ķegums municipality. 5. How many 
rural territories are in Ķegums municipality? 6. What is depicted in the 
coat of arms of Ķegums municipality? 9. On which street is the building 
of Ķegums municipality administration located (name of the street)? 
11. The name of Ķegums mixed choir.

HORIZONTAL:
2. What connects all rural territories of Ķegums municipality? 
3. Name of the women’s association, which operates in Birzgale. 
7. A tree whose leaves are in the coat of arms of Birzgale parish. 
8. The river that flows through the Tome. 10. “The Neighbor” of Ķegums 
town. 12. What is the name of Birzgale elementary school headmaster 
(2008-2020)? 13. Largest rural territory in the municipality of Ķegums by 
area. 14. The river that divides Ķegums municipality into two parts. 
15. Pastor to whom a monument was built in Birzgale.

Town of Ķegums

Birzgale rural territory

Rembate rural territory

Tome rural territory

Cycling route

Accommodation

Catering

6-9
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16-17

18-20
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25

Crosswords 26-27

1 – 14

15 – 34

35 – 39

40 – 51
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Creative tourism and 
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Other interesting places
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TOWN OF
ĶEGUMS 1 – 14 The company “Cade” produces essential oils, herbal 

mixtures, flower extracts and other products for health 
and beauty. It is possible to visit the company by prior 
arrangement. 

Natural herbal cosmetics “CADE”

The Museum was established in 1995. It collects, sum-
marizes, exhibits documents, objects, photos, films and 
video materials of all three Daugava hydroelectric power 
plants (HPPs) from the beginning of their design to the 
present day. By prior arrangement, you can go on a tour.

Ķeguma prospekts 7/9, Ķegums, Ķeguma nov.
www.latvenergo.lv 56.750151, 24.730169
+371 65050355, +371 27897835

The Exhibition of the Energy Museum

In 2005, the foundation stone of the church was con-
secrated. On December 12, 2015, the dream of the 
Ķegums Evening Lutheran Congregation came true 
- the consecration service of the church was taking 
place. The service was led by the Bishop of the Lat-
vian Evangelical Lutheran Church Pāvils Brūvers and 
the pastor of Ķegums Evangelical Lutheran Church 
Ingus Dāboliņš. The architect is J. Pētersons.

Liepu aleja 3, Ķegums, Ķeguma nov.
www.kegumanovads.lv
56.741893, 24.721127

Ķegums Evangelical 
Lutheran Church

1

2

Aizvēja iela 1, Ķegums, Ķeguma nov.
www.cade.lv +371 29403760
56.750151, 24.730169

3

When the Ķegums HPP started in 1936-1938, the 
first residential houses of the workers’ village in 
Liepu aleja, Ķegums railway station and post office 
were built. After the World War II, similar style resi-
dential houses were built on Skolas Street. The work-
ers’ village was the beginning of the city of Ķegums.

Liepu aleja, Ķegums, Ķeguma nov.
www.kegumanovads.lv
56.742550, 24.718977

Historical construction of Ķegums 
HPP worker’s village

4
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The first handicraft exhibition was held at Christmas 
2008, in Ķegums Folk House, after which a creative 
workshop was also established. An exhibition of 
permanent handicrafts can be seen in the work-
shop. Preview by prior appointment.

The Ķegums School Museum, founded in 1996, is lo-
cated in Ķegums Commercial Secondary School. The 
museum contains materials about school traditions, 
chronicles, a brief insight into the history of Ķegums, 
student project works, literary magazines, student 
uniforms and inventory.

Skolas iela 10, Ķegums, Ķeguma nov.
www.kegumanovads.lv
+371 65055275 56.746534, 24.714569

Ķegums School Museum

The first cross here was placed on June 20, 1997. The 
six-meter-high pine cross has found its place on the 
eastern edge of Ķegums cemetery and is no longer 
the only cross on the hill. Over the years smaller and 
larger crosses from around the world have been 
placed here. Healers consider this place to be an an-
cestral shrine with a special energetic radiance.

Ķegums Cross Hill

Meža iela 10, Ķegums, Ķeguma nov.
www.kegumanovads.lv
+371 26792091 56.748659, 24.719447

5 Ķegums pensioners’ association 
“Creative workshop”

 Ķeguma prospekts 1, Ķegums, Ķeguma nov.
www.kegumanovads.lv
+371 26598386 56.744198, 24.719452

The beach is landscaped with a gazebo, a berth and 
rental for boats and other swimming appliances. 
Public volleyball courts and outdoor gym are avail-
able, as well as a green area with a place for swim-
ming and picnic.

Ķegums beach

Lāčplēša iela 9, Ķegums, Ķeguma nov.
www.kegumanovads.lv
56.739335, 24.721432

7

A publicly accessible recreation place on the coast 
of the Daugava created by the Environment protec-
tion association for residents and guests. There are 
four wooden gazebos with tables, benches and a 
fireplace. Volleyball court, swimming area and a spa-
cious place to spend the night in tents.

Ķeguma prospekts 12, Ķegums, Ķeguma nov.
www.kegumanovads.lv
56.726658, 24.714995

Public recreation place “Spārītes”9

8

6

In August 2013, the park of Ķegums Folk House 
gained its soul – an environmental object “Sundial” 
was installed. The clock is very smart, its dial lines 
represent the sun path in the winter and summer 
solstice by showing summer time in summer and 
winter time in winter. Authors: M. Gills, A. Oleksāns, 
J. Zaharevskis. 

In 2018, in Ķegums Park the environmental object 
“Ķegums” was set up in the framework of the Citi-
zen’s initiative promotion project. The key-lock grid 
created in the object, and decorated with the sym-
bol of Ķegums municipality – the sun – is intended 
for newlyweds to place their marriage keys.

Environmental object “ĶEGUMS”

Ķeguma parks, Ķegums, Ķeguma nov.
www.kegumanovads.lv
56.742128, 24.717687

Ķeguma parks, Ķegums, Ķeguma nov.
www.kegumanovads.lv
56.742327, 24.717225

Environmental object “Sundial”

The company offers insight into the world of candles. The shop, where 
a particularly harmonious atmosphere is created, also houses a can-
dle-making factory.  Here you can buy a range of different colors, sizes 
of paraffin candles, as well as choose a beautiful candlestick. It is also 
possible to apply for candle making masterclasses, where you will be 
able to make gorgeous candles under the guidance of experienced
masters and get acquainted with cooking technology.

Celtnieku iela 1D, Ķegums, Ķeguma nov.
www.kiwideco.com +371 29131557
56.748659, 24.719447

Company “Kiwideco”10

The company offers the opportunity to train on SUP 
rowing board and  windsurfing board. In winter, on 
a cross-country ski run or on ice, it is possible to sail 
on an ice board, snowsurf or snowboard.

Lāčplēša iela 14A, Ķegums, Ķeguma nov.
www.windborn.lv +371 27011410
56.739181, 24.721516

Company “WINDBORN” 1211

13

Visitors are offered a tour of the vineyard and a story
about grape varieties, as well as learning the secrets
of winemaking. You can also sip homemade wine
and buy grape seedlings. Book in advance.

Birzes iela 22, Ķegums, Ķeguma nov.
www.vinadarzs.lv 
+371 22353290 56.747631, 24.727313

Vintner Edmunds Būmanis14

8 9
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15 – 34 Forest Cemetery - the oldest cemetery in Birzgale. Resting 
place of “the Beloved Mother” of Andrejs Pumpurs, the 
author of the epic poem “Lāčplēsis”. She was his father’s 
foster mother, who can be considered the first teacher of 
the municipality. On behalf of the dean of Lielvārde, she 
established the first school in “Jauntīrumnieki”, where she 
taught children reading and catechism.

A. Pumpurs Dear mother’s resting place. Forest Cemetery

Meža kapi, Birzgales pag., Ķeguma nov.
www.kegumanovads.lv
56.629557, 24.904229

15

During the reign of the Russian Empire, there was a 
famous psychiatric health centre. At the turn of the 
19th and 20th centuries, it housed “Sanatorium aus 
Halswigshof”, which was destroyed in World War I. 
The manor complex is in a dilapidated state.

The ruins of Alstiķe Manor16

Pie autoceļa P85,Rīgas HES-Jaunjelgava,
Birzgales pag., Ķeguma nov.
www.kegumanovads.lv 56.621431, 24.939154

The recreation centre  offers fishing, ice fishing, 
spinning and boat spinning. Accommodation 
is also offered for anglers and holidaymakers 
– 4-bed, 6-bed and 10-bed cottages. The cot-
tages are located in the middle of the lake on 
the island.

Recreation centre “Vitkopi”17

Jedes kapi, Birzgales pag., 
Ķeguma nov.
www.kegumanovads.lv
56.688889, 24.839947

Unique baron Han family ensemble. Orig-
inally built as a dynasty cemetery in 1915, 
when the battles of World War I reached 
the surroundings of Linde manor on the 
bank of the Daugava, Baron Karl von Han 
allowed the fallen to be buried in the fam-
ily cemetery. Soldiers of both the imperial 
German and tsarist Russian armies have 
found eternal peace here.

Baron Han family and World War I Brothers grave ensemble18

“Vitkopi”, Birzgales pag., Ķeguma nov.
 www.facebook.com/pages/Vitkopi
+371 26428371 56.604131, 24.934506

1110
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The Museum was created in 1998. The permanent exhibition 
gives an insight into the history of Birzgale rural territory and 
its rich cultural heritage. Children can view the dwarf collec-
tion. The adjacent Dwarf Park features solid wood figures  
– dwarves, ant, hedgehog family.

Museum “Rūķi” (Dwarves Museum)19

Parka iela 2, Birzgale, Birzgales pag., Ķeguma nov.
www.kegumanovads.lv 56.630602, 24.747596
+371 65034195, +371 26605359

Ten kilometers from Ķegums HPP, on the side of 
Bauska-Linde highway there is a shooting range for 
hunters. It is designed to enable hunting teams and 
other interested parties to improve their shooting 
skills. In addition, it is possible to use the shooting 
range complex - equipped picnic area, grill and place 
for camp-fire. 

Birzgale shooting range “Mežirbes”20

The station was established during the Worl War I 
(under the name Berghof). In 1927 new and spacious 
station building was built here according to the pro-
ject of architect L. Grinberga. The station was closed 
with the closure of the railway line for passenger 
traffic in 2000.

Railway station “Lāčplēsis”21

Birzgales pag., Ķeguma nov.
www.kegumanovads.lv
56.575940, 24.793005

ESC “Zelta Pakavs” is  
a home for 25 horses 
– big, small, beautiful, 
loving, active, friendly, 
loyal and fascinating. 
Visitors can go horse 
riding in the woods or 
meadow, take a ride in 
a horse-drawn cart or 
sledge. It is also possi-

ble to learn this sport in individual training. Picnic 
areas available en route. 

Equestrian sports club 
“Zelta Pakavs”

22

Liepu iela 1A, Birzgale, Ķeguma nov.
www. jskzeltapakavs.weebly.com
+371 20224757 56.634637, 24.747926

During the Duchy of Kurzeme, 
Duke Jēkabs established a 
hunting manor here. It is be-
lieved that the duke sent slen-
der mast pines from here to 
build his ships. The roughly 
350-year-old beater’s house 
still stands, but the place of 
the manor is marked by a 
large mantelpiece. The object 
is privately owned, visit must 
be booked in advance. Near-
by you will find Kalna Manor resting area, Gāguļi big 
oak, Priedkalni Napoleon pine, Lauciņi linden, Vīk-
sniņa river ring.

Kalna Manor 
(hunting manor of Duke Jēkabs)

23

“Kalna druvas”, Birzgales pag., Ķeguma nov.
www.kegumanovads.lv
+371 26542601 56.576771, 24.736319

“Mežirbes”, Birzgales pag., Ķeguma nov.
www.facebook.com/sautuvemezirbes
+371 28807888, +371 29199119
56.659453, 24.701627

Linde manor park was built from 1767-1772, where an in-
teresting phenomenon is the Dutch linden tree plantations 
which seem to be growing with the roots up. Linde Manor 
belonged to the family of Baron von Plettenberg, who built 
it in the 16th century. During World War I it was heavily 
bombed and not rebuilt. Linde Manor Gate: In 1767, Georg 
Friedrichson von Plettenberg built the Linde Manor Gate in 
Baroque style, which is the only surviving part of the manor 
complex to this day. Gate and park are objects of national 
importance.

Linde Manor Ruins, Park and Gate24

“Ezeriņi”, Birzgales pag., Ķeguma nov.
www.kegumanovads.lv
56.698662, 24.849461

In 1567, a church made of pure oak was built on this site. 
In 1965, the church was destroyed by the communist occu-
pation authorities. On the foundations of the ruined church 
the village council was built. The monument of Baznīckalns 
is the only memorial site in Latvia to the ruined church and 
its pastor Gotthard Friedrich Stender. Sculptor O. Feldberg.

Church Hill Linde - Birzgale25

Birzgale, Birzgales pag., Ķeguma nov.
www.kegumanovads.lv
56.630840, 24.757962

A magical place in the middle of the forest, where it 
is possible to enjoy SPA procedures and sauna ritu-
als, gain knowledge in magical and non-traditional 
practices, as well as be alone with nature, improving 
health, enjoy a “short vacation for the hurried and 
busy”. After the treatments, it is possible to take ad-
vantage of the accommodation offer and taste the 
early breakfast on the terrace, watching the morning 
rituals of the wild animals and the beauty of nature. 

“Mākoņmalas”26

“Mākoņmalas”, Birzgales pag., Ķeguma nov. 
www.aurumenergy.lv +371 26803231 
56.572088, 24.817047

Ņega spring is locat-
ed by the Ņega river, 
also called Melderupe. 
Spring water is used 
as drinking water by 
people from our mu-
nicipality and the sur-
rounding areas. By 
the Ņega spring and 
the river is a beautiful 
place for active recrea-
tion, where it is possible to go fishing, go on a pic-
nic, easily let the boat into the river. Nearby you will 
find the ruins of World War II fortifications, the re-
mains of Priedesmuiža buildings (now the houses of 
“Krūmiņi”, private property), “Tiltsargi” - houses with 
historical memories that survived both World Wars.

Ņega river recreation place 
and spring

27

“Baroni”, Birzgales pag., Ķeguma nov.
www.kegumanovads.lv
56.707938, 24.763647 (recreation place)
56.709534, 24.758926 (spring)12 13
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Located on the banks of the small river Dīriķupīte, 
Dīriķi household was childhood home for Latvian 
poet Andrejs Pumpurs. It was destroyed during 
World War I (1914-1918). The memorial sign created 
by the sculptor V. Titāns was installed in 1990 and is 
a gift from the Latvian Culture foundation.

Memorial sign “Dīriķupīte”28

Pie autoceļa P85, Rīgas HES-Jaunjelgava, 
Birzgales pag., Ķeguma nov.
www.kegumanovads.lv
56.650322, 24.880029

The monument marks the former border between 
Linde Manor in Kurzeme and Mazjumprava Manor in 
Vidzeme. At the time, there were even customs and 
pubs at the border, later only pubs. The memorial 
sign created by sculptor V. Titan was set up in 1990 
and is a gift from the Latvian Culture Foundation.

Memorial sign „Robežkrogs.
Vidzeme. Kurzeme. ”

29

Pie autoceļa P85, Rīgas HES-Jaunjelgava, 
Birzgales pag., Ķeguma nov.
www.kegumanovads.lv
56.6615149, 24.8703329

In a beautiful place, surrounded by forests, on the 
very coast of the Daugava, there is a wildlife garden 
(deer, highlanders and wild boars). Great place for 
rest and walks with children’s playgrounds, sports 
fields (volleyball, football) and swimming areas. Hol-
idaymakers are offered a separate log house with 
a white sauna and a black or smoke sauna, as well 
as tent sites, campfire and picnic sites. There is an 
entrance fee. 

Wildlife Zoo “Saulītes”30

“Saulītes”, Birzgales pag., Ķeguma nov.
www.saulites.lv 56.637108, 24.898315
+371 22095330, +371 29416869

Celebrating the centenary of the Latvian folk epic 
poem “Lāčplēsis” written by the outstanding poet 
Andrejs Pumpurs, in 1988 sculptor J. Karlov and ar-
chitect I. Rībena created more than six meters high 
stone monument.

Symbol monument to 
Andrejs Pumpurs

31

“Aveni”, Birzgales pag., Ķeguma nov.
www.kegumanovads.lv
56.634323, 24.845951

Slaidēni castle mound is located on the left bank of 
the Daugava - an archeological monument of nation-
al significance, the protection zone of which extends 
into the restricted area. The history of the mound 
dates back to the 1st century BC. A memorial made 
by V. Titāns is installed next to it. This object  is locat-
ed on the land of a private owner, freely accessible 
only from the side of Daugava.

Mound of Slaidēnu castle32

“Pīlāgi”, Birzgales pag., Ķeguma nov.
www.kegumanovads.lv
56.673926, 24.876617

In the nursery, you can buy quality and self-grown 
summer flower and wintergreen seedlings, to get 
various advice on planting and growing plants.

Nursery “Kļaviņas”33

“Kļaviņas”, Birzgales pag., Ķeguma nov.
www.stadaudzetava.lv
+371 26533766 56.681713, 24.828878

The nursery offers a variety of ornamental, planting 
materials - rose plants, trees, wintergreens, etc. An 
extensive collection of 300 different varieties of ros-
es is available to the most enthusiastic gardeners. 
Book in advance. 

Nursery “Zaķi”34

“Zaķi 1”, Birzgales pag., Ķeguma nov.
https://zakustadi.wordpress.com 
+371 29410163 56.598304, 25.04012914 15
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A scenic dolomite sandstone outcrop is a state-protected 
geological and geomorphological monument. Its height is 
4.5 m, length 150 m. At the bottom of the main cliff of the 
outcrop is Kalnrēžas Cave, which is the only known cave on 
the banks of the Ogre River. It is a narrow 3.2 m long, crack-
shaped gap between two blocks of dolomite sandstone, 
height - 1 m. 

Kalnrēžas dolomite outcrop, Kalnrēžas cave35

“Kalnrēžas”, Rembates pag., Ķeguma nov.
www.kegumanovads.lv
56.800434, 24.820128

The world-famous motocross track, which organ-
ises various races in motocross, Ķegums cycling 
marathon, the endurance run “The Strongman 
Race”. The track is suitable for sports enthusiasts of 
all ages. Only by appointment.
Track working hours: T, W, Thu. from 14:00-20:00. 
Saturday from 11:00-17:00. 
The track is closed on other days.

Motocross track “Zelta Zirgs” 
(Golden Horse)36

“Oškalni”, Rembates pag., Ķeguma nov.
www.kegumanovads.lv +371 29559921
56.749502, 24.743541

40 ha large recreation and adventure park, organic 
deer farm, guest house complex “Dimantu kalns”.
This is a great place to take a guided tour of the an-
imal paddocks and feed them by the hand. Only by 
appointment.

Adventure park “Dimantu kalns”37

“Dimantu kalns”, Rembates pag., Ķeguma nov.
www.dimantukalns.lv +371 20388777
56.747229, 24.796718

The stone is an archeological monument of local sig-
nificance, a place of worship. It is 5.8 m long, 5.2 m 
wide, 1.7 m high.

Sietiņu boulder (Devil’s Stone)38

“Sietiņi”, Rembates pag., Ķeguma nov.
www.kegumanovads.lv
56.801419, 24.838749

Founded in 1989, the company “Rubeņi” manufac-
tures more than 35 types of meat products. SIA 
“Rubeņi” products are prepared according to an-
cient Latvian traditions, using only alder firewood 
and pure alder chips in the smoking process.
Working hours: M.-Sun. 8:00-20:00

Company “Rubeņi”39

“Rubeņi”, Rembates pag., Ķeguma nov.
www.rubeni.lv +371 26436927
56.754842, 24.740284 1716
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“Tomes pamatskola”, Tome, Ķeguma nov.
www.kegumanovads.lv
56.753325, 24.640566
+371 28442744, +371 25454947

Provides creative workshops, wedding stops and 
tours in the world of clay. Opportunity to buy ceram-
ic works and make individual orders. All events by 
appointment.

Society “Living Clay”40

“Ķieģeļceplis”, Tomes pag., Ķeguma nov.
www.kegumanovads.lv
56.752196, 24.626060
371 29321337, +371 27752929

The beekeeper is in charge of 160 bee colonies. It 
is possible not only to buy bee products, but also 
learn a lot of interesting things about these valuable 
goods. Visit - by prior arrangement.

Beekeeper Lolita Rudzite41

“Apses”, Tomes pag., Ķeguma nov.
www.kegumanovads.lv +371 29494657
56.744771, 24.697436

In the apiaries you can get to know the life of bees 
and buy honey of various flowers, propolis, propolis 
blankets and  wax candles. One of the few places in 
Latvia that offers apitherapy – ancient healing meth-
od in a bed under which beehives are placed (heat 
generated by bees, vibration, organic field). Visit - by 
prior arrangement.

Beekeeper Juris Valainis42

“Rutki”, Tomes pag., Ķeguma nov.
www.kegumanovads.lv +371 26116445
56.744120, 24.691086

The pond complex has three ponds, where it is of-
fered to fish for trout, carp, tench and crucian carp. 
Picnic areas are also available.

Pond complex “Līčupe”43

“Zvīņupe”, Tomes pag., Ķeguma nov.
www.kegumanovads.lv +371 29694422
56.749036, 24.686661

Home of the cultural and historical heritage of the 
municipality. The museum is unique with its memo-
rial exhibitions of  poet, translator, writer, book pub-
lisher and artist Jāzeps Osmanis and writer, prose 
writer Regīna Ezera.

Ķegums municipality Museum44

Canoe rental. We provide all the necessary equip-
ment (oars, life vests, wate-resistant bags), trans-
portation, canoe delivery and pick-up. As well as a 
private tent site on the coast of Daugava for undis-
turbed rest in nature.

Landavas laivas45

“Landavas”, Tomes pag., Ķeguma nov.
www.landavaslaivas.eu +37125947703
56.804076, 24.588564 1918
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Bekuciems, Tomes pag., Ķeguma nov.
facebook.com/manaszemespirts 
+371 29614344 Pirtnieks Roberts; 
+371 29255097 Pirtniece Iveta
56.806577, 24.563787 @manaszemespirts

Latvian sauna rituals and eco SPA. Couple bonding, 
relaxation, birthday and healing sauna. Newborn’s 
bath ritual, Bachelor’s sauna, Bride and Groom sau-
na rituals, massage with a scrub, phytotherapeutic 
lashing, honey, clay and mud-cure for the whole 
body. Possibility to stay overnight and have break-
fast the morning after.  To apply for a ritual, talk 
about sauna and the Latvian traditional wisdom - 
call or write a message on Whatsapp. Current prices 
are available on the Facebook page or can be agreed 
on privately.

Manas Zemes Sauna46
An important place where the fire observation tow-
er is located, dog carriage competitions take place, 
ski competitions and mushrooming championships 
are organized.

Ratu kalns (Rata kalns, Ratkalns)47

Tomes pag., Ķeguma nov.
www.kegumanovads.lv
56.750775, 24.576347 

The memorial stone was donat-
ed to Tome rural territory by Ilze 
Rumpe, who says that the stone 
was found on the island of Tome, 
where several historically signifi-
cant battles took place, and it was 
in the centenary of Latvia that the 
stone “emerged” on the surface 
to tell the history of our nation.

Tome memorial stone49

“Ābelītes”, Tome, Tomes pag., Ķeguma nov.
www.kegumanovads.lv
56.754110, 24.643912

Tome skansts, also called Swedish skansts, is a 17th 
century medieval fortification on the left bank of the 
Daugava on the island. Protected object of national 
significance that is privately owned.

Tomes skansts50

“Henki”, Tomes pag., Ķeguma nov.
www.kegumanovads.lv
56.762331 24.650917

SIA “Paegles egles”, founded in 2015, is engaged in the cul-
tivation of spruce and other perennial plants. A family busi-
ness that has started a new tradition - come, choose and cut 
your own Christmas tree!

Company “Paegles egles”51

“Meldri”, Tomes pag., Ķeguma nov.
www.paeglesegles.lv +371 29176020 
56.760694, 24.630018

The Lutheran congregation in Tome has been in op-
eration since the 17th century, the church was built 
in 1644. Several times destroyed, the building was 
regularly restored. The last restoration took place in 
1988 by architect Ilze Romanovska.

Tome Evangelical Lutheran Church48

“Baznīckalns”, Tome, Tomes pag., Ķeguma nov.
www.kegumanovads.lv
56.753325, 24.639090

The route is designed for the lovers of natural cosmetics, 
flower and shrub fans, and for all other cycling enthusi-
asts. The best time to visit: from mid-July to early of Au-
gust, when the large daylily plantations bloom near the 
Staburags rock memorial sign “God’s ear”.

Regional initiative route “Flower Path”3

“Small circle through Rūķi in 
Birzgale rural territory ” (No. 147)2

Cycling route “Around Ķegums municipality” (No. 146)1

20
21
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Recreation Complex 
“Dimantu kalns”

1

“Dimantu kalns”, Rembates pag., Ķeguma nov.
www.dimantukalns.lv +371 20388777
 info@dimantukalns.lv 56.746398, 24.793928

100

Recreation Complex “Līcīši”2

“Līcīši”, Berkava, Tomes pag., Ķeguma nov.
www.licisiak.lv 56.805296, 24.533466
info@licisiak.lv +371 28689000, +371 26467000

120

Recreation Complex “Puduri”3

“Puduri”, Tomes pag., Ķeguma nov.
www.kegumapuduri.lv +371 26523410
kegumapuduri@kegumapuduri.lv 56.720645, 24.729401

80

Recreation Complex “Vitkopi”4

“Vitkopi”, Birzgales pag., Ķeguma nov.
www.facebook.com/pages/Vitkopi
56.602661, 24.922537 +371 26428371

20

Holiday house “Saulītes”6

“Saulītes”, Birzales pag., Ķeguma nov.
www.saulites.lv +371 29630661, +371 2948145
saulites1@inbox.lv 56.637181, 24.898230

17

Holiday house “Brīviņi” 5

“Brīviņi”, Birzales pag., Ķeguma nov.
www.brivini.lv +371 29443671
marija.hermane@gmail.com 56.600468, 25.030392

10

 Camping/Sauna “Ežmalas”8

“Eži”, Rembates pag., Ķeguma nov.
www.facebook.com/Ezmalas  +371 29217315
ezmalas1@gmail.com 56.749749, 24.827728

20

Camping “Sniedzes” 9

“Sniedzes”, Tomes pag., Ķeguma nov.
www.facebook.com/sniedzes  +371 29425800
 sniedzes@apollo.lv 56.812193, 24.561687

52

Country house “Zvejnieki”10

“Zvejnieki”, Bekuciems, Tomes pag., Ķeguma nov.
www.facebook.com/zvejnieki/ +371 29976617
velga.galvina@gmail.com 56.805324, 24.579351

4

The barn “Kalnabiķi”11

“Kalnabiķi”, Tomes pag., Ķeguma nov.
www.facebook.com/kalnabiki +371 22722091
kalnabiki@gmail.com 56.757896, 24.678831

70

Motel/Guest house “Oškrogs”12

“Oši”, Tomes pag., Ķeguma nov.
www.oskrogs.lv +371 29571814, +371 65038159
oskrogs@inbox.lv 56.744327, 24.685369

45

Camping/Holiday house 
“Ezīša midziņa”7

Ķeguma prospekts 10, Ķegums, Ķeguma nov.,
www.ezisamidzina.lv +371 29176613
ezisamidzina@gmail.com 56.727972,  24.709196

42
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Sauna “Mākoņmalas”13

“Mākoņmalas”, Birzgales pag., Ķeguma nov.
www.aurumenergy.lv +371 26803231
eduardskilgasts@inbox.lv 56.572043, 24.817085

4

Guest house “Bāliņi”14

“Bāliņi”, Birzgales pag., Ķeguma nov.
www.balini.lv +371 27374222
info@balini.lv 56.690783, 24.793516

35

Guest house “Jaundangas”15

“Jaundangas”, Rembates pag., Ķeguma nov.
www.viesunamiem.lv/jaundangas +371 20275033
officialdglv@gmail.com 56.746191, 24.792812

16

Guest house “Jaunsvelmes”16

“Jaunsvelmes”, Rembates pag., Ķeguma nov.
www.jaunsvelmes.lv +371 29138653
 jaunsvelmes@inbox.lv 56.793866, 24.785980

40

Guest house “Pīrāgi”17

“Jaunpīrāgi”, Rembates pag., Ķeguma nov.
www.piragi.lv +371 29227003, +371 26533773
andris@piragi.lv 56.785800, 24.893700

50

Guest house “Rēzijas” 18

“Rēzijas”, Tomes pag., Ķeguma nov.
www.rezijas.lv +371 29118957
mail@rezijas.lv 56.719731, 24.725487

55

Guest house “Saules”19

26+

“Saules”, Birzgales pag., Ķeguma nov.
 www.facebook.com/saulesviesunams +371 20005798
info@rosetum.lv 56.567664, 24.798065

Guest house “Umuri/Ievu līcis”20

“Umuri”, Tomes pag., Ķeguma nov.
www.umuri.lv +371 29122260, +371 29204809
umuri@inbox.lv 56.753297, 24.684958

57

Recreation Complex “Vitkopi”21

40

“Vecupe”, Birzgales pag., Ķeguma nov. +371 22025135
www.hotelvecupe.lv 56.617804, 24.951204
info@hotelvecupe.lv, rudite@hotelvecupe.lv

Guest house “Wild Duck” 22

49

“Tamboviči”, Birzgales pag., Ķeguma nov.
www.wildduck.lv +371 26618080
info@wildduck.lv 56.601955, 25.019845

Cafe “Oškrogs” 2

“Oši”, Tomes pag., Ķeguma nov.
www.oskrogs.lv oskrogs@inbox.lv
+371 29571814,  +371 65038159
56.744327, 24.685369

Cafe Austra-LT1

Celtnieku iela 1K, Ķegums, Keguma nov.
+371 65038804
56.748487, 24.71831124 25
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VERTICAL:
1. Charity event organized by the student council in Christmas. 2. Company that offers delicious smoked meat pro-
ducts. 3. Plant nursery in Birzgale rural territory. 4. The surname of the president of Latvia (2015-2019). 5. What is the 
name of Birzgale Museum? 7. A residential area in Ķegums municipality which holds a memorial stone to the victims 
of the deportations. 11. Notable Latvian writer who lived in Ķegums municipality (1930-2002) “Regīna ... (surname)”? 
13. Annual event in honour of  Lāčplēsis day “... road”. 14. The first public building that was built in Ķegums in 1936. 
16. The world famous motocross track “Golden ...“, which is named after the play of Jānis Rainis. 17. Which month 
citizens of Ķegums municipality celebrates the town festival?

HORIZONTAL:
6. A seasonal event that is particularly exciting for the entrepreneurs in Ķegums. 8. A company that has been operating 
in Tome since 1929 and is one of the oldest in its field. 9. One of the oldest streets - alley in the centre of Ķegums named 
after a tree. 10. Notable Latvian poet, translator who lived in Ķegums municipality (1932-2014) ”Jāzeps ... (surname)”. 
12. A popular event in Ķegums municipality for athletes “Rembates ...”. 15. Educational institution where residents of 
Ķegums municipality receive their first degree of education. 18. A physical size symbolised by the sun in the coat of 
arms of the Ķegums. 19. A residential area in Ķegums municipality where “Kegums Municipality Museum” is located.

CROSSWORD
“GET TO KNOW ĶEGUMS MUNICIPALITY”
Author: Ķegums Commercial Secondary School, Grade 5b
Supervisor: Signe Jana Rubīna
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CROSSWORD
“GET TO KNOW ĶEGUMS MUNICIPALITY”

Author: Birzgale elementary school, Grade 2
Supervisor: Inga Kozlovska
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VERTICAL:
1. What is the meaning of the abbreviation HES? 4. The name of the 
Birzgale Museum which is located in Ķegums municipality. 5. How many 
rural territories are in Ķegums municipality? 6. What is depicted in the 
coat of arms of Ķegums municipality? 9. On which street is the building 
of Ķegums municipality administration located (name of the street)? 
11. The name of Ķegums mixed choir.

HORIZONTAL:
2. What connects all rural territories of Ķegums municipality? 
3. Name of the women’s association, which operates in Birzgale. 
7. A tree whose leaves are in the coat of arms of Birzgale parish. 
8. The river that flows through the Tome. 10. “The Neighbor” of Ķegums 
town. 12. What is the name of Birzgale elementary school headmaster 
(2008-2020)? 13. Largest rural territory in the municipality of Ķegums by 
area. 14. The river that divides Ķegums municipality into two parts. 
15. Pastor to whom a monument was built in Birzgale.
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USEFUL INFORMATION

Airport “Rīga”: www.riga-airport.com

WHERE TO CALL IN URGENT CASES
Regional police
Ķeguma prospekts 1, Ķegums, Ķeguma novads, 
+371 65038484

Emergency
02,112

Medical help
113

Firefi ghting and rescue
01, 112

ĶEGUMS MUNICIPALITY TOURISM 
INFORMATION STANDS
Ķegums municipality administration building, 
Lāčplēša iela 1, Ķegums, Ķeguma novads 

Ķegums Day centre,
Liepu aleja 1B, Ķegums, Ķeguma novads

Ķegums municipality library, 
Skolas iela 6, Ķegums, Ķeguma novads

Ķegums region museum, “Tomes pamatskola”, 
Tome, Tomes pagasts, Ķeguma novads

Rembate library, Lielvārdes iela 3, Rembate, 
Rembates pagasts, Ķeguma novads

Birzgale museum “Rūķi”, Parka iela 2, Birzgale, 
Birzgales pagasts, Ķeguma novads

ATMs
SEB banka, DUS ASTARTE (Petrol station),
Ķeguma prospekts 1a, Ķegums, Ķeguma novads

Swedbank, shop “Elvi”, Ķeguma prospekts 5c, 
Ķegums, Ķeguma novads

PETROL STATIONS (DUS)
Astarte-Nafta, Ķeguma prospekts 1a,
Ķegums, Ķeguma novads

DUS Glāžšķūnis, Rembates pagasts, Ķeguma novads

TRAIN STATION “ĶEGUMS”
Stacijas laukums 1, Ķegums, Ķeguma novads, 
+371 65016804

POST OFFICE
Rīgas iela 10, Ķegums, Ķeguma novads,
+371 25700131

Nākotnes iela 1, Birzgale, Birzgales pagasts,
Ķeguma novads , +371 25700033

Rembates pagasts, Ķeguma novads.
Postal service on request. +371 27891949


